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SHORING THE FOUNDATIONS OF GOOD ELEMENTARY 
SCIENCE EDUCATION 

BY BRUCE L. LARSON 

I f you ask most New Hampshire students in a K-5 setting, 
science is one of the most beloved topics in the elemen

tary curriculum. Often, however, something happens to 

dampen that innate enthusiasm by tenth grade. This paper 

seeks to examine some of the factors which impinge on 

good science education and suggests how educators in New 

Hampshire can collaborate in their efforts to stretch limited 

education dollars to provide a good foundation in science. 

Compared nationally, New Hampshire has meritorious statis

tics in science. In 2005, fourth grade standardized test results 

ranked New Hampshire in a tie for first with Virginia on the 

NAEP assessment (National Center for Education Statistics, 

2005 ). By eighth grade, New Hampshire slips a bit to a three

way-tie with Vermont and Montana for second, behind South 

Dakota which was first. The picture is not as positive when 

science achievement is looked at in comparison to other coun

tries. The U.S. stands behind six other countries in the latest 

Trends in International Math and Science Study (National 

Science Teachers A sociation, 2003) of fourth graders but 

slips to a rank of ninth by eighth grade. Further analysis of 

the TIMSS eighth grade results shows New Hampshire look

ing a bit better than other states ranking sixth in the 'basic' 

range of proficiency in science compared to other countries 

(Phillips, 2007). A more disturbing result emerges from the 

recent Programme for International Student Assessment 

(PISA) study of fifteen year-olds which breaks out a statistic 

on science literacy. The PISA showed U.S. students rank-

ing 22nd in a measure of "application of science knowledge 

and skills in real life situations" (Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development, 2004). In just released results 

from the 2006 PISA (2007) which focused on science, U.S. 

students aggregate scores were again below the average for 
all countries taking the test. This represents a serious decline 

since the 2003 test to 29th place out of 57 participating 

countries. Math results showed even steeper declines. Studies 

of U.S. high school students also show lower participation in 

AP level exams in science which parallels NAEP indicators 

(National Center for Education Statistics, 2005) showing a 

decline in twelfth grade achievement since 1996. 

Since "A Nation at Risk" in 1983 and the later 1995 TIMSS 
study showing U.S. twelfth graders below the average for 

participating countries in science, educators have been 

working on frameworks in science, notably the Project 2061 

Benchmarks for Science Literacy (American Association for 

the Advancement of Science, 1993). From there it has been up 
to the individual states to incorporate and implement the rec

ommendations of initiatives like Project 206!. The recently 

adopted revision of New Hampshire Science Frameworks 

updates the expectation in science to emphasize more inquiry 

and 'problem solving' science over sheer content. This change 
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in emphasis is certainly supported by the 2003 PISA results 

and reflects a continued concern that U.S. science has lost 

its edge in producing a motivated, creative, and competitive 

scientist cadre (Phillips, 2007). 

Why isn't the United States number one in science? 
The question is, what is happening between inquisitive fourth 

graders and our college-bound twelfth graders? My thesis 

is that the foundation laid in elementary school for growth 

in science learning is not as solid as it should be. Nationally, 

the reasons range from funding problems to confusion about 

standards, spiced with varied testing regimes across states 

and regions. Controversies confusing questions of faith with 

questions of science have further diluted interest in science 

curriculum. Additionally, the gap between everyday technolo

gies and the average person's ability to understand them has 

widened to a gulf. In this context, it's not surprising that 

science is commonly accepted as a mystical subject requir-

ing excessive hard work to understand, let alone master. It is 

feared by many elementary teachers who doubt their knowl

edge base or pedagogical abilities in the area. In a world of 

literacy basf'.d standards, science is competing for time with 

other foundation topics like reading, writing, math, and 

social studies (de Vise, 2007). 

In New Hampshire we struggle with a completely decentral

ized system of education funding and support, with one dedi

cated person serving the entire state as a resource in science. 

Until the recent adoption of science in NECAP (Hopkins) 

testing in New Hampshire, science was only peripherally 

examined in the NHEIAP testing and in local district tests. 

With testing driving emotions when funding schools in New 

Hampshire, the result was a steady marginalization of science 

in the elementary cla sroom. I have heard directly from upper 

elementary colleagues that, given the mandates in reading 
and math, science and social studies will only rate the leftover 

slots in the weekly calendar. The No Child Left Behind Act 
(NCLB) has bolstered reading abilities for many students, 

but it has robbed science of the breathing room it needs to 
improve. 

New Hampshire's relative strength in science assessments 
may be in our comparative affluence and demographic 
stability which has attracted teachers who are individually 
the finest in the country. The danger of our good statistics 

is that they will further lull our system asleep rather than 

encourage an overall curriculum which is cutting edge 

and dynamic. The international picture, where our biggest 
competitors China and India have not yet been included in 

assessments, places the United States in ninth place in the 
'basic' category of science proficiency. Can we afford to be 
ninth in a world market which is increasingly research and 
technology driven? 
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How can the foundation be strengthened? 
Clarity of Expectations 
Conversations with and surveys of elementary teachers have 

revealed a desire for clarity in the expectations for science 

instruction (University of New Hampshire, 2006). Teachers 

report huge differences in curricula between districts, within 

districts, and even between teachers at the same grade level in 

the same school. There are wide differences in emphasis and 

resources across classrooms and little or no time is devoted 

to interpreting framework driven changes. Nationwide, 

there is some agreement on what students should know in 

science, but little agreement on how to test that knowledge. 

To a certain degree, the introduction of N ECAP testing has 

refocused attention on science curriculum from K-5 grade, 

but New Hampshire state traditions and regulations prohibit 

more than a general framework of science curriculum be 

promulgated to local school districts for interpretation. Local 

districts in New Hampshire have varied resources for this 

process, and the expertise and time allocated to this interpre

tation is also mixed. The NECAP has stimulated a rush to 

adopt new or realigned curricula and get it to teachers. One 

barrier to realignment in New Hampshire is that we have 

one statewide science specialist and no dedicated resources 

for the teaching of elementary science. There are virtually no 

coordinated funds for curriculum design, implementation, or 

support. Systemic change is almost impossible when it is left 

to a few volunteers with varied qualifications when it comes 

to the specialized needs of elementary students. 

What is needed is a change in the 'hands-off' legislative 

tradition when it comes to funding and promotion of study, 

dialogue, and consensus in the area of elementary science 

curriculum. This conversation needs the input of elemen

tary educators who are the developmental experts coupled 

with specialists in science expectations to forge a clear and 

developmentally appropriate curriculum for science in 

grades K-5. In mathematics, the adoption of a few verti 
cally integrated math programs like Everyday Mathematics 
has helped provide curricular clarity for many teachers 
(Hopkins). The fruits of this curricular clarity were excel

lent improvements in recently released NEAP math results 
for New Hampshire students which were ranked second, 
nationally (Dorgan, 2007). 

Infrastruct11re for Shari11g Resources and G rowi11g 
C11rric11!11111 
With clarity of expectations comes an opportunity to pool 

resources to provide the best quality of education for less cost 
to the many individual districts in New Hampshire. We have 

the raw talent and energy in New Hampshire to grow science. 

New Hampshire attracts talented elementary teachers and 

they are clamoring for support for their science curricula. 
They spend untold hours seeking resources for their students 
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and often spend hundreds of dollars each year supplement

ing their classroom supplies . Elementary teachers are also 

gregarious ~harers of ideas and activities when they have 

the time to get together. Compared to their colleagues, 

forty-four percent of elementary teachers participate in 

six or more in-service days per year versus thirty-four for 

middle school and thirty for high school teachers (National 

Education Association, 2003). Sixteen percent spend more 

than II days per year getting training, mainly during vaca

tion periods. Teachers are asking for quality resources to 

implement the science frameworks, and training in their use. 

Clearly, elementary teachers take advantage of in-service 

opportunities. To support them, we need a way to commu

nicate and share, a network of relevant in-service opportuni

ties, and access to the specialized equipment of science. 

The Solution Begins with Collaboration 
In New Hampshire, the lack of a statewide infrastructure 
for communication with elementary teachers stifles a huge 

pool of experience waiting to be tapped. While we do have 
a statewide subscription based 'list serv' for science, it is 

used by a relatively small number of elementary teachers. A 

better plan would be to enroll all K-5 teachers in a separate, 
member only access, e-mail list-serv. Access to an online 

discussion forum, sorted by elementary curriculum thread, 
would be an incentive for teachers to use this technology as a 
resource. The New Hampshire Science Teachers Association 
(NHSTA) is open to all teachers and offers several confer

ences each year with offerings appropriate to elementary 
teachers. Another more expensive path to resources is to join 
the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA). NSTA 

has extensive resources for elementary teachers as well as 
the premiere conference schedule in science education. Both 

of these organizations are very welcoming of elementary 

teachers and they are reaching for ways to collaborate with 

them. Collaboration between districts and science support 

organizations could empower elementary teachers to access 

the excellent resources already in place. 

Funding and sponsoring periodic regional trainings would be 

a good use of statewide infrastructure, as would curriculum 

study supported by stipends and dedicated support from sci

ence specialists. Greater awareness of and use of the Granite 

State Distance Learning Network (GSDLN) for in-services 

would be a cost effective way to connect talented teachers 

across the state. Regular input from non-traditional educa

tors such as museums and state agencies would expose teach

ers to the extensive resources available in the state. A model 
for this type of exchange is the Math Science Partnership 

grant funded NH PALS program. This program addresses 

the southeasterly region of New Hampshire to develop priori

ties for science training through district collaboration. The 
training events have been conference-based, with leadership 

groups, and topical focus groups called professional learning 
communities. Elementary teachers are asking for content area 

training to provide background and confidence for their cur

riculums and for areas which have shifted due to framework 
revisions. Several 'boot camps' are being proposed for PALS 

learning groups, but institutions need to be grown to provide 
these trainings on a regular basis. 

Collecting and cataloguing best practice activities and lessons 
with an electronic database available to members would pro

vide new and experienced teachers a reference point in design

ing the yearly flow of work. Statewide pooling of resources 
could also facilitate RSS (Really Simple Syndication) audio 
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technology and the previously mentioned GSDLN for 

conferencing across districts. The resources housed at the 

Leitzel Center for Mathematics, Science, and Engineering 

Education (UNH-Durham, formerly an IMPACT center) 

and the Plymouth State University IMPACT Center are 

candidates for filling these roles, but state and institutional 

support are needed to expand these centers into a viable state

wide resource, Tying together the resources of the NHPTV 

'Learning Network', PBS 'Teacherline', N.H. Fish and Game, 

and Cooperative Extension should be a priority in providing 

technology-shy elementary teachers 'one stop shopping' for 
timely resources. 

The last sharing frontier has to do with the specialized 

equipment and supplies which are vital to the teaching of 

science. The retirement of an elementary teacher often is 

accompanied by a redistribution of vast storehouses of 

redundant materials cached in their closets and cupboards. 

As curricula and staff change, these inventories are lost to 

general use and are relegated to closets or dumpsters, only 

to be ordered again during the next cycle of hiring or curric

ulum realignment. This problem is unique to elementary sci
ence, since teachers become attached to the units they teach 

at each grade level and often supplement those units from 

their own pocketbooks. Shifting grades or curricula is often 

a traumatic experience financially as well as necessitating 

large amounts of time researching and planning for new sci

ence units. Large urban school districts such as Anchorage, 

Alaska, have recognized this inefficient system and 

developed material resource centers which obtain the best 

quality resources and pair them with appropriate curricula. 

Trained specialists maintain the kits while a cadre of train

ers is available to provide support in their use. Regionally, 

resource kits are available from the Boston Museum of 

Science and the New England Aquarium (Hopkins). Some 
of these kits coincide with curricular areas in our New 

Hampshire frameworks, or are adjuncts for teachers able 

to focus in an enrichment area outside of the framework . 
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There is no specific training or modeling for these kits, but 

outreach educators can be hired to present materials from 

their libraries. The cost and inconvenience of out-of-state 

resources means they are only used by the most tenacious 

educators. I believe a partnership between districts and 

University-based resource centers would pool the needs of 

teachers and be cost effective in the long run. We already 

have a grant funded model for this type of equipment shar

ing at the high school level in the 'Advancing Science' pro

gram also under the auspices of the Leitzel Center at UNH. 

This resource is mainly comprised of technical equipment 

used to provide modern methods of learning and doing 

science at the high school level, but does conform to the 

idea of being available to teachers statewide. The program 

also offers training through an annual Science Technology 

Institute that has taken place in Durham, Plymouth, and 

Keene for increased accessibility. Undergraduate science 

majors are hired to transport the instruments statewide to 

physical science, biology, chemistry, and physics teachers. 

Piggybacking with other curricular areas 
Given the task of fitting five or six subjects into a day of 

elementary teaching, the concept of piggybacking curriculum 

is not a new one. It does take experience, hard work, and 

coordinated materials to make it work. NCLB has spawned a 

whole movement of 'science literacy' books and ideas to catch 

a bit of the momentum from the literacy emphasis. The 2007 

National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) had an entire 

strand devoted to the concept at its convention in St. Louis. 

Piggybacking science on literacy alone poses dangers for 

those who advocate 'hands on' science activities. On the posi

tive side, the trend promises better science based literature to 

get students engaged in thinking about science. 

A terrific elementary piggyback is with the natural and 

cultural history of the town and region. The New Zealand 

science curriculum is an artful example of this type of coor

dination (New Zealand Ministry of Education, 1993 ). The 
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national curriculum has beautifully integrated Maori lore 
with natural history into the science framework, building 
vocabulary with cultural awareness. The curriculum is also a 
good example of a flexible curriculum with many options for 
teachers to choose from in meeting the overall guidelines. This 
is not a well developed approach in New Hampshire, though 
I am working with the Mt. Washington Observatory on a 
weather/climate curriculum for upper elementary (www.lmnts. 
org/weather.html) which incorporates the weather and climate 
history of the region. 

Journaling is another excellent piggyback involving writing, 
illustration, data collection and scientific observation. In a 
two year cycle, journals can be used between grade levels to 

New Hampshire has eminent education departments at the 
three residential campuses in Keene, Plymouth, and Durham. 
A glance at their catalogs shows the cumulative effect of special 
needs and literacy priorities in the offerings. In terms of num
bers of courses offered, elementary science teaching methods 
doesn't make the list at KSC, is paired with ocial studie at 
PSU, and is required at UNH-but only one course. In contrast, 
literacy and writing courses appear in a half dozen iterations at 
each institution, and math methods is found at all three with 
PSU offering three courses. Despite the large number of special 
needs and special education courses offered, none are geared 
toward accommodations for teaching science at any level. 
It is unfair to our beginning teachers to send them out 
relatively unprepared in critical thinking skills, journal-

In a world of literacy based standards, science is competing 

for time with other foundation topics like reading, writing, 

math, and social studies 

showcase and build on the previous years work in science. 
With the development of portfolios as part of the evaluation 
package for each student, the science journal can be an excel
lent example of student growth. 

The most obvious piggyback with science is with mathemat
ics. Math is a great tool for science, and can quickly build 
improved skills for students to do science. Rote math prob
lems take much longer to get an idea across than a real world 
problem. The challenge of using science as a framework for 
math is that it takes work and coordination to make the con
nection meaningful and seamless. For quality and volume of 
math/science activities, the AIMS Foundation is top notch. 
Because AIMS does not profess curriculum, their activities 
must be used in conjunction with a good overall plan coordi
nating math and science goals with local framework expecta
tions (Hopkins). 

Improving pre-service and in-service education i11 science 
Adequate preparation of pre-service teachers is crucial to the 
growth of science in the classroom. The NST A lists thirty 
specific unifying concepts in science for the elementary teacher 
in its latest standards for teacher preparation (National 
Science Teachers Association, 2003). The list is ambitious, 
but research suggests that teachers should be well prepared to 
handle curriculum at least two years beyond their direct age 
level of responsibility (Sharma, 2000; Eastern Tennessee State 
University, 2001). Other research emphasizes the need for 
exceptionally mentored student teaching experiences to assure 
positive outcomes (Plourde, 2002). 

ing techniques, science literature, inquiry pedagogy, and 
simple content knowledge. Most of these topics have con
nections to the other foundation disciplines expected of 
elementary teachers, and an expansion of these curricula 
at the pre-service level would only enhance their successful 
implementation. 

Do we need science specialists in elementary schools? 
The idea of bringing science specialists into elementary 
schools can be applied in two ways: free standing specialist 
teachers with separate lab classrooms and team-embedded 
specialists who teach the science curriculum across sev-
eral grades. There is only one data-supported study which 
addresses the benefits of in school science specialists, and it 
found that they were helpful in improving a student's com
petency in science (Schwartz et al, 1999). No measurable 
difference was discovered between free-standing or embed
ded specialists. Finding such specialists is difficult since the 
training pipeline is not currently geared to producing them. 
In New Hampshire, cost is always a consideration because of 
the localized funding process. But, can we afford not to con
sider this option? A recent study published by the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science shows that most 
students have made their core decisions with regard to aca
demic interests by the time they reach middle school (Pratt, 
2007). If, as Howard Pratt (past president of the National 
Science Teachers Association) suggests that "poorly presented 
science can deaden children's curiosity and lessen their won
der about the world around them", perhaps the additional 
resources science specialists would require would be justified. 
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Conclusion 
Science cannot be a mystical, confusing wall which deters 
all but the most persistent and bold of climbers. Embodied 
in science is a way of organizing and validating what we 
experience of the world. Science promotes an appreciation 
of the complexity and beauty of everything we perceive, 
allowing our intellect to fill in the gaps where our senses 
leave off. Laying an adequate foundation in science begins 
when education begins, and it deserves much more atten· 
tion than it currently receives. In the quest to bring inquisi
tive, flexible, and creative thinking to bear on the world's 
problems, a higher bar must be raised for the teaching of 
science. It will behoove us to not leave any child behind in 
the understanding of the sciences. In order to achieve that 
goal, no teacher can be left unsupported in their efforts 
to teach science. It will take a collaboration between state 
resources, community stakeholders, parents, and our pre· 
service trainers to provide the support teachers need to 

keep fourth graders passionate about science throughout 
their lives. 

Bruce Larso11 is Enrichment Coordinator at Stratham 
Memorial School. He was a Presidential Awardee in Science 
and Math Education in r995. 
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